
See what’s important at a glance
Stay up to date with Insight Community, Surveys, and 
Analytics metrics on the mobile app homepage and monitor 
your community’s response rate, number of utilized 
participants, and recent activities on the go.

Mobile optimized dashboards
Dashboard charts such as NPS® tied to your CX and insights 
programs tailored for mobile devices help you visualize and 
understand your data better. Get updates on the go and share 
information easily via email, text message, or other social 
platforms native to your mobile device.

Dig deep into your activities & surveys
Access your most recent activities with the click of a button. 
Track key activity metrics such as completion rate, time taken 
to complete, drop-offs, survey path and more.  View survey 
activity responses in real time, filter by complete, incomplete, 
disqualified, and over quota data to stay informed.

Net Promoter, NPS, and the NPS-related emoticons are registered U.S. trademarks, and Net 
Promoter Score and Net Promoter System are service marks, of Bain & Company, Inc., NICE 
Systems, Inc. and Fred Reichheld.

Mobile App  
Keep track of customer 
experience & insights programs 
on the go

Track key activity metrics and responses in real-time from anywhere and make informed decisions at 
the same speed as the market changes. Mobile App by Alida brings the most relevant information 
about your ongoing CX and insights programs to the palm of your hands so you don’t let important 
feedback go unnoticed.  



Alida customers can enjoy convenient mobile access to ongoing CX and insights 
programs. If you are yet to become an Alida customer but want to learn what we are about, 
download the Mobile App to gain access to a broad range of publications that can elevate 
your professional skills.  

Always be informed
Set up custom notifications to receive automated alerts 
when activities reach defined thresholds. View survey 
quotas to ensure optimal utilization, and quickly close 
activities - or schedule a close - right from the app.

Multi-language support 
Navigate with ease in your native language. View the app 
in either English, French, Spanish or German according 
to your language settings.

Take quick actions
Access your most recent surveys and activities with 
the click of a button. Favorite activities and 
dashboards for quick access on a standalone page.


